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OVER ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS IN PRINT
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"/f's a social responsibility of any 
newspaper, especially campus 
newspapers, to search out the facts of a 
story, present information for the students 
and guide them in the decision (sic) 
progress.
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fw iThis is an extract from a Brunswickan of some twenty 
years ago. Typically the Brunsies of that era M ... ... .
maintained the ancient tradition of setting themselves M f 
up as watchdogs over the ins and outs of student 
politricks. It is all part of the job amt it 
whole thing most exciting!
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unprcdictably zany section 
breed of writers who are as 
quite quite unstable. But 
anywhere for that matter, \ 
as in The Brunswickan. Go
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Malt lilt «pp»»ld»m«l Our News section can c 

especially on Friday mo 
threatening libel suits and 
article that has more than 
that establishes the tone c 
because it is here that we 
reporters are cherished ind 
the ones who have to as! 
possibilities, and write artii 
ethical integrity of the pape
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The Bruns is a well 
photography and off-setl 
Thursday evening entirely 
photos, take PMT shots of 
out and paste the entire pap 
our own dark room and a f< 
a cluttered room full of inti 
called the OFFSET Office.

«
week; ignore the news and flip to the Distractions page. This is unless 
there is some current controversy on the campus; then they read stuff 
like the Editorial, the Blood and Thunder (Letters to the Editor) section 
and sometimes the Features page which is usually decked out in all the 
glory of graphic design and to strike the eye. The Brunswickan has 
been published regularly over the past Century and has been an integral 
part of student life at this University.

On Friday mornings the cafeteria is filled with people reading the 
BRUNS and trying to swallow down the good old Beaverfoods fare. 
Classified ads are particularly popular because people get to see their 
amusing personal notices and share them with their victimized 
"friends". The Viewpoint section has varied over the years and recently 
it has been particularly comic, in it's concems...Pcople enjoy seeing 
themselves saying things that are supposed to be hilarious.

The BRUNS also does film reviews, record reviews, concert 
previews, play reviews and previews and entertainment calendars. The 
EntertainMEAT section is perhaps the most innovative and
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G°" HOT
OFF' • %v '• Our typesetting and des 

The Macintosh machines i 
and with so many fonts i 
potential for creativity in 
enjoy. We hire a typing si 
computer. Of course, the; 
pressed for deadline makinj

Ads and other money m 
advertising are handled by 
manager who has to do m 
who is usually involved i
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RESSEim. very Thursday night, Social Club regulars, the few people left on 
campus after one o'clock in the morning (apart from the studious few 
who arc totally iRRilating to normal human beings), stumble down the 
stairs of the club and pick up a copy of the BRUNS fresh and hot off 
the press. The ink is still slightly damp. They note the color of the
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